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Abstract 
Conway’s mutation of a link is achieved by flipping a 2-strand tangle. Two mutant links 
share the same polynomial invariants. Anstee et al. generalized a mutation by flipping a 
many-string tangle which has rotational symmetry. We give another generalization of 
mutation: We consider a link constructed with 3-strand tangles T,, T2,. . .,T,, and a 
2n-strand tangle S. Under some conditions, by permuting T,, T,, . . . , T,, or flipping S, the 
homfly or the Kauffman bracket polynomial do not change. 
Keywords: Knot; Link; Mutant; Homfly polynomial; Kauffman bracket polynomial; Skein 
Ah4S (MO.!?) Subj. Class.: Primary 57M25 
1. Introduction 
Let L be a link in S3. If B is a 3-ball in S3 whose boundary aB meets L 
transversely in 2n points, then T = B n L is called a tangle. If n = 2, then 
Conway’s mutation of L [3] is achieved by flipping over T or rotating it through 
angle T. Mutants are formed in three ways; see [14, p.1231. A mutant of L is not 
necessarily ambient isotopic to L, but has the same polynomial invariants, such as 
the Alexander, the Conway, the Jones, the homfly (skein, or 2-variable Jones), the 
Q, and the Kauffman polynomials. When n > 3 and T has an n-fold symmetry, a 
new link is obtained by dihedrally flipping T. This is called a rotant of L, and was 
introduced by Anstee, Przytycki, and Rolfsen [ll as a generalization of a mutant. 
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Fig! 2. 
They showed that L and its rotant share the same Jones polynomial when IZ G 5, 
and the same homfly polynomial when n G 4, and the same Kauffman polynomial 
when IZ = 3. Jin and Rolfsen [6] produced some examples showing that these 
restrictions on n cannot be improved. 
In this paper, we study the homfly and the Kauffman bracket polynomials of the 
link (or a link diagram according to the context) US; T,, T2,. . . , T,) of Fig. 1, 
where S and q. are tangles. Let S * be a tangle obtained by dihedrally flipping S; 
that is, S * is obtained by rotating S through angle r with axis E as shown in Fig. 
2, where n = 6. For n = 2, L(S; T,, T2) and L(S * ; T,, T2) are mutants each other, 
and if II > 3 and T, = T2 = . . . = T,, then L(S; T,, T2, . . . , TJ and 
L(S*; T,, T2 ,..., T,) are rotants each other. 
Fig. 3. 
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Let LCUlU2... 17,) be the link as shown in Fig. 3, which is a special case of the 
above link. If we treat L(S; T,, T2,. . . , T,) and L(U,U, . . . U,,) as oriented links, we 
assume that T. and Ui are oriented as in Fig. 4. In Section 2, we prove that if each 
U, satisfies some conditions, then for any permutation u of the subscripts, the link 
L(&(1,%2,. . . U&,) has the same homfly polynomial as that of L(U,U, . . . U,J 
(Corollary 2.4). This means that the link L(U,U, . . . UJ has n-fold symmetry in the 
homfly polynomial level. 
In Section 3, we prove that if each ?; satisfies some conditions, then for any 
permutation (T of 1, 2, 3, L(S; Tccl), T&, Tgc3J and L(S *; T,-(,,, Tnc,,, Twc3)) have 
the same homfly polynomials as that of LCS; T,, T,, T3) (Theorem 3.1). This is a 
generalization of the above mentioned theorem of Anstee et al. in some sense. 
In Sections 4 and 5, we give analogous results for the Kauffman bracket 
polynomial (Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 5.1). In Section 6, we consider the example 
of knots K(p,, p2,..., p,> introduced in [9] which motivates Theorem 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.4. In Section 7, we give an example for Theorem 3.1. 
We should note that our results are similar in spirit to those obtained by 
Traczyk 1191, Jones [8], and Przytycki [17]. 
2. The homfly polynomial of L(ZJ,U, . . . ZJ,,) 
We use Conway’s linear skein theory as described in [141. A room R’ is a 3-ball 
with a finite set of points on the boundary aR’ each marked either “in” or “out”. A 
tangle is a proper oriented 1-submanifold in R that meets aR’ at the designated 
points in the given direction, and the pre-skein of R’ is the set of isotopy classes 
relative to aR of such tangles. The linear skein _Y($ of R’ is the free module over 
Z[U * ‘, z * ‘1 generated by the pre-skein of R’ modulo all relations of the form 
L’ - rs + - Us_-zzs,) = 0, 
S+ s_ Sl) 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 6. 
where s,, s_, and s0 are generators represented by tangles identical except near 
one point where they have positive, negative, and vacuous crossings as shown in 
Fig. 5. For an oriented link L, its homfly polynomial PL(u, z) E Z[ u *I, z *‘I [4,181 
in the convention of Morton [15] is given as follows: Suppose that L is in the 
interior of a 3-ball B, which we consider a room with the empty subset on its 
boundary. Then L =PL(u, z)O in 2’(B), where 0 is a trivial knot. Putting u = 1, 
we obtain the Conway polynomial [3], and substituting (v, z) = (t, t’/’ - t-l/*), we 
get the Jones polynomial V,C t1 E Z[ t * ‘I2 I [7]. 
Let L?3 be a room having U in Fig. 4 as its tangle. By juxtaposing two rooms, 
two tangles U, and U, of $a produce a new tangle U,U, as in Fig. 6. This product 
induces a bilinear map: __Y(g3) X_5?(g3) +_5?(lf3). As in the introduction, for 
tangles U,, U,,..., U,,, we denote a link of Fig. 3 by LWIU2.. . U,>, and by 
PW,U,. .I, U ) its homfly polynomial. Then the map U 4 P(U) induces a linear n 
map _Y(R,) + Z[u * ‘, 2 *‘I. 
Now _%‘(l?J is generated by the six tangles Zoo, Zl,. . . , i?” as shown in Fig. 7; 
except for Z5, they are the same ones as those in [13, Fig. 41. A multiplication table 
is given in Table 1, where 6% appears at the intersection of the ith row and the 
Table 1 
el 
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l.-‘e’o - ” - ‘z(e; + ‘z2 - Z5) 
jth column and p = (u-’ - U)Z-’ is the homfly polynomial of the trivial 2-compo- 
nent link. If U = C;#< E_Y(~& where F’ E Z[v * ‘, z *‘I, then 
P(U) = kF’P(i$) 
i=o 
=p2Fo+p(F1+F2) +(F3+F4) +~-~(p--_z)F~. 
Similarly, we have 
(1) 
[P(U), P(UZ1) ,..., P(U&)] = [F’, F’,..., F5]M, 
where 
1 
P2 CL P 1 1 ?P(/_L - UZ) 




1 CL P2 1 
U-2(/A-Uz) T 1 /L /.L 01(Up2_z~~z+cz-Uz~) 
Then we have 
HIF”, F’,... ,F51 = [P(U), f’(UL;;),...,f’(U&,)]M’, (2) 
where H = (p2 - 1X(1 + v12 - p2uX(1 - uj2 + p2v), and M’ = [mij] is the 6 x 6 
symmetric matrix defined by 
m,, = 1 - p2 - 2v2 + 3p2v2 - p4v2 + v4; 
m 12 = ml3 = /A(1 - v2 +/A?); 
m 14=m,,=m23= -1 +2v2-2/A-u4; 
m 16=m24=m25=m34= m3,=~.u2(-1+~2+U2); 
m 22 = m33 =p2(j.&2)v2; 
m 26=m36=m44= m55 = p2v2(1 + v2); 
m45 = 1 + 2u2 + 3p2u2 - p4u2 + u4 - p2v4; 
m 46 - - ms6 = puv2(1 - v2 + p2v2); 
m6,=~2(~2-2)v4. 
Thus P(U), PWzl), . . .) P(U?J determine F”, F’, . . . , FS uniquely, so we have 
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Proposition 2.1. The six tangles ZOO, Z”, . . . , 2” form a free basis for _Y(I?J. 
This proposition is well known in its full general context (for any tangle or even 
any product of surface cross interval), cf. [161. The following is a generalization of 
[14, Proposition 121. 
Proposition 2.2. Let U,, U, E_S?(I?~). Then it holds that 
P(Q) 
HP(U,U,) = [P(U,), P(U&) ,..., P(U&)]M 
P( UA> 
. . 





= F;,F; ,..., F;] . [ 
Using (2), we have the desired formula. q 
Theorem 2.3. If each q. = c~=ol;;!‘< •_Y(l?~3) satisfies 
q.Z2 = G,e’, , 
where F;, Gj E Z[ v “, z * ‘I, then 




4k is a polynomial defined recursively by 
4 k+2 = v -2+k + v-lZ+k+,r &,=p*-2 and 4,=v-*(p-m); 
(3) 
(4) 
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and 
Condition (3) is the algebraic analogy of the geometric concept of the cup-trivial 
rotor in [l, p.2441. 
Corollary 2.4. Let L$, j = 1, 2,. . . , n, be as in Theorem 2.3. If cr is any permutation 
of 1, 2,. . . , n, then 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Since 
5 
= (50 + /.Lfy + F,“)f’2 + (4’ + #LLq + qe;, 
by using Proposition 2.1, (3) implies 
Z$“+/J<~+E;P=G;, 
F,‘+p<?+F,5=0. 
Similarly, we have 
q.zr =x;zr + qq, 
(5) 
(6) 
where y. = Fi2 + p Fj4 + Fi5. 
We prove (4) by induction on IZ. By using (5), (1) yields (4) with n = 1. Suppose 
that (4) is true for n = N. Let U = UJJ,,, = C;=oFi<. Then 
F” = F;F,o+, + K2F;F;+,; 
F~=F~F~+,+x,F~+,+(F;-L~&F;)F;+,; 
F2 = F;F;+, + G,F;+, + Y,F;+, + (F;- u+zF,+)F;+,; 
F3 = F;F&‘+, +XNF;+l + F;F;+,; 
F4 = F;Fj+, + Y,F;+, + GNF;+, + F;F;,,; 
F5 =F;F;+, + F,$F,.$!+, + L~-‘zF,$F;+,. 
Since ll& = G,G,, 1 2 2’ , the inductive hypothesis implies 










F’ if j=N. 
Thus we have only to show the following: 
x=x,x,+,; 
E b%k = N51dlCL,k. 
k=O k=O 





= F,$F;+, + U-2F;F;+,)S,_, k ( 
+(FjF;+, +F;F;+,+u-‘zF;F~+,)S,_,,,_, 
= F.iF,t+,S,-,,k + (F;F;+, +F;Fi+,)&-I,,-, 
+(zI-~S,_~,~ + u-~zS,_,,,_,)F;F;+~ 
= N+l,k S -F;F;+,SN_l,k-2 + (U-2S,_l,k + d&,_&F;F;+1 
= N+l,k S + (u-2S,_,,, + u-‘zS,_,,,_, - S,_,,k_2)F;F;+,. 
For the other cases, we have: 
s’ =FOF” F” F” NO 1 2 *** N-l 
= F°Fo 1 2. . . F&,(F;F;+, + u-~F;F;+~) 
= S N+l,O + v-~F;F;. . . F;_,F;F;+,; 
Sk, = F’S,_,,, + F;F;. . . F,&,F5 
= F;F;+, + v-~F;F;+,)S,_, 1 ( 
+ F°Fo 1 2 . . . F;_,(F;F;+, + F;F;+, + v-‘zF5F5 N N+l ) 
= N+l,l S + (v-~S,_~,~ + u-‘zF;F,“. . . F;-,)F;F;+,; 
ShN = F;F; . . . F;_,F5 
= F5F5 1 2...F;_1(F~F;+l+F;F~+l+v-1zF;F~+l) 
= F5F5 I 2 . ..F.-,(FiFi+, +FiFi+,) +U-lZSN+l,N+l* 
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+ c 4k{h,k 
k=2 
+(~-2qv-l,k + ~-‘4G,,k-, - &-I,,-,)GG+J 
+4N{F:G .~;-,(F%;+I +%:+I) +u-%,+I,N+,} 
N-l 
= c +k%l+l,k 
k=O 
+ v -*c#+, F;F,o . . . F;_, + &(u-‘S,_,,, + ~hFpF,o.. . F;_,) 
N-l 
+ c &(v-2&-,,, + v-lzs,-,,k-, -‘hf-I,,-2) FiiF;+l 
k-2 i 
f d+, (F:F; . , . F;_,(F:F;+, +Fi%%+,) +“-%+I,N+I] 
N-l 
= k~o~ksN+ l,k 
+ c &(v-*s,-I,, + u-lzsN-l,k-, -&-l,k-2) F:F;+, 
k=2 i 
+ 4,,,{ F;F; . . . $,(F;F;+, +FiFi+,) +v-%,+I,N+I}. 
The result follows from the following: 
v-~~J,_,,, f &FpF,o.. . Fj-, 
N-l \ 




N-l = v -‘~,S,_,,,+4,FpF,o...F~_, + c u-2d’kSN-I,k 
k=2 
N-2 N-3 
+ c U-‘Z4k+&+,,k - c 4k+2&-l,k 
k=l k-0 
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+ v-%NsN+I,N+l 
N-l N-2 N-3 
= c ~-24ks,-,,k + c u-%k+JN-l,k - c (bk+Z%-I,k GG+1 
k=l k=l k=l I 
+ V-‘Z~NSN+ I.N+ I 
i 
N-2 N-3 
= c bk+Z$,-l,k + v-2&+,sN-,,N-, - c 4k+ZSN-1,k F:Fi+l 
k=l k=l I 
+ ~-%NSN+1,N+l 
= (c&$,,-~,~-~ + u-~~~_&F,S.. . F;-,)F;F;+, + ~-l%&+~,~+~ 
=~NS~+,,,-F:F~...F~-~(F~F~+,+F~F~+,)+~,+~SN+,,~+~. 
Thus (9) is true for IZ = N + 1, and the proof of the theorem is Complete. 0 
Although Theorem 2.3 yields Corollary 2.4 directly, the above proof is a tedious 
calculation. Przytycki has kindly informed the author of the following simple proof 
due to Traczyk and himself. Notice that Corollary 2.4 holds for all satellites for 
which the link L(U,U, . . . 19,) forms the pattern. In fact, a satellite knot on a knot 
K is considered as L(U,U, . . . U,$), where i is the tangle given from the l-string 
tangle whose closure is K by replacing the strand by three parallel ones. Then 
Z&Z2 = PK(u, z)Z2. This also follows from the next proof. 
Proof of Corollary 2.4. By using (5) and (61, (7) yields 
F’ = (F;F;+, + F;F;+,) •tp~;F;,, -~F;F;+~ - V-~ZF~F~ N N+l; 
~~ = ( F;F;+~ +F;F;+,)+F,,$F;+,-pF;F;+,-V-‘zF;F;+, 
+(FjYN+I +YNFi+J; 
~~ = (F~F;,, + F~F;,,) - F;F;+~ + FIFE N N+l; 
F4 = (F,!jF;+, + F;F;+,) - F;F;+, + F4F4 N N+l + (Y,F;+, + F;Y,+,). 
Thus we have 
[&O &I+,] = b”N+l - h’+l%’ 
= w3z2 + w,z4, 
where 
ll$ = Y,(F;+, -F;++:) - (F;-F~)Y N+1’ 
From (3), we have 
L$Z4 = GjZ4. 
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Fig. 8. 
Using (3) and this, we have 
P(U,U,. . . %HWN7 u,,,l)=P(U,l/,...u,-,(w,e’+ wi)) 
=GG 1 2...GN-1P(W3e’,+ WI&) 
= G,GvG,-,P([& u,v+,l) 
= 0. 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 0 
3. The homfly polynomial of L(S; T,, T,, T3) 
Let L(S; T,, T2, TJ be the oriented link given in the introduction, and let PCS; 
T,, T2, TJ be its homfly polynomial. Let z3 and $4 be the rooms with tangles S 
and K., respectively. Let OTi and f; (respectively e’Ti and f:> be the tangles of the 
room I?2 (respectively I?2) as shown in Fig. 8. Suppose that each Ti satisfies the 
following conditions: 
Ol;=Gf, in _!Z(z2); 
O’T = G'fh in _Y(22), 
where Gi, Gi E h[ u * ‘, z * I]. Then it follows that G, = Gj, and we have: 
(10) 
(11) 
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i _ + -_) 
S3 s4 SS s6 
Fig. 9. 
Theorem 3.1. Let u be a permutation of 1, 2, 3. Then 
P(S; T,, T,, Td =P(% Cc,,, C(z), Tc+,) =P(S*; CCI,, T&z,, Cc& 
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the six tangles &, G,. . . ,G, and 4 in Fig. 9 form a free 
basis for _Y( I?‘& Then from the relation G = - u”z’< + u32Z3 + ~‘26 + u4&, the 
sixtangles Zoo, s’,,..., Z5 form a free basis for _Y@J. So, we may put S = C;=,F’$ 
I;‘E Z[U”, zfl]. Then 
P(S; T,, T2, T3) = &‘(s:; T,, T,, T3). 
i=O 
From the conditions, we have 
i 
pG,G2G3 
p($ T,, T2, T3) = p2G G G 
if i = 0, 3, 4; 
1 2 3 if i= 1. 
Let ?;’ be a tangle of I?3 as shown in Fig. 10, where all the orientations of T are 
reversed. Then the link L(s’,; T,, T2, T3) is isotopic to L(?i?i@. Therefore 
Fig. 10. 
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Corollary 2.4 implies PC<; T,, T2, T3) = P($; T,(,,, T&. TV& for i = 2, 5, and so 
the first equality of the formula is proved. 
Since c =< for i = 0, 1, 2, 5 and s’; =<, we have P(S; T,, T,, T,) = 
P(S * ; T,, T,, T,), and the second equality follows. This completes the proof. q 
4. The Kaufmann bracket polynomial of L(V,V, . . . V,) 
We describe the bracket linear skein theory corresponding to the Kauffman 
bracket polynomial, which is a simple version of the linear skein theory. The 
unoriented room and its tangle are just the room and its tangle as defined in 
Section 2 with their orientations forgotten. We will use the notation R to denote 
the unoriented room corresponding to the room R’. The regular pre-skein of R is 
the set of regular isotopy classes relative to 3R of the tangles. The bracket linear 
skein _.Ybb’( R) of R is the free module over Z[A * ‘I generated by the regular 
pre-skein of R modulo all relations of the form 
D+=AD, +A-‘&, 
where u denotes disjoint union, 0 is a simple closed curve in the diagram, 
6 = -A2 -A-‘, and D,, D,, 0, are diagrams identical except near one point 
where they are as shown in Fig. 11. For a link diagram L, its Kauffman bracket 
polynomial (L) E Z[A * '1 [lo] is given as follows: Suppose that L is in the interior 
of a 3-ball B, which we consider the room with the empty subset on its boundary. 
Then L = (L) 0 in -Y"(B). If L is an oriented link diagram and w is its writhe, 
which is the sum of the signs of the crossing points of D, then the Jones 
polynomial of L is obtained by putting A = t-‘14 in ( -AlP3”‘( L). 
Now we consider the bracket linear skein theory for the room R,. In _Ybr(R3), 
we can define a product as in ._Y(R$. When a nonzero complex number is 
substituted for A, 2?b'(R,) is the third Temperley-Lieb algebra; see [12]. For a 
tangle U of R,, we define a link diagram L(U) as for R3, and we denote by (U) 
its bracket polynomial, which induces a linear map _Yb'(R3) -+ Z[A* '1. It is 
known that _Yb’(R3> is generated by the five tangles e,, e,,. .,,e4, which are 
s >( 1 
D+ DO DO3 
Fig. 11. 
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&, 6, . . . , Z4 in Fig. 8 with orientations forgotten; see [12, Fig. 71. If U = C~&ei 
E_%‘~‘(R,), where LY~ E Z[A * ‘I, then we have 
[(U>, cue,> ,..., cue,>] = [a’, ~9 ,..., a4]W, 
where 
S2 S S 1 1’ 
W= S 
I 
S S2 1 S S 
1 S2 S S 
1 S S 1 S2 
1 S s S2 1 
and so we obtain 
h[aO, d,..., a41 = [(W, (Uq>,...,(Ue,>]W’, 
where h = (S2 - 2XS2 - 1) and 
S2-1 -6 -6 1 1 
-6 S2 2 -S -6 
W’= I -S 2 S2 -6 -S . 
1 -S -6 1 s2- 1 
1 -6 -6 s2-1 1 
I 
The following are analogous to Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, Theorem 2.3, and 
Corollary 2.4, and Proposition 4.1 is again well known [16]. 
Proposition 4.1. The five tangles e,, e,, . . . , e4 form a free bask for 5?b’(R,). 
Proposition 4.2. Let U,, U, E_Y~‘(R,). Then 
h(U,U,)= [<U,>, (U,e,>,...,(U,e,>]W’ 
1 <Uie,> 
Theorem 4.3. If each C$ = E~=ot.$ei cP’~‘(R,) sati@es 
q.e, = Pje2 9 
where cuj, pi E Z[A * ‘I, then 
(U,U,. . . u,) = p1p2.. . p, +x,x,. . . x, + (S2 - 2)afcg.. . a:, 
where 
xj = CYyp + (1 - S2)(uj. 
Corollary 4.4. Let q, j = 1, 2,. . . , n be as in Theorem 4.3. If CT is any permutation 
of the subscripts, then 
(U&J,. . . u,) = W~(1,~0(2) * * * UV(“,). 
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Fig. 12. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. Since 
4 
l$e2 = Cajeie2 
i=O 
= (a: + lhf + aj4)e, + (a: + 6a))e,, 
we obtain 
cxp+8Cx;+,;=pj, 
Cxyj’+ sffj = 0. 
Using these formulas, we can complete the proof by induction on IZ. q 
5. The Kauffman bracket polynomial of L(S; T,, T,, . . . , T,) 
In this section, we consider the bracket polynomial (S; T,, T2,. . . , T,> of the 
link diagram LO; T,, T2,. . . , T,) given in Fig. 1. Let Ri and R: be the rooms 
having S and Ti as their tangles, respectively. Let fo, f; be the tangles &, fi with 
orientations forgotten, and f_, f; be the tangles given in Fig. 12. Then f. and fm 
(respectively f; and fL> form a free basis for _Ybb’(R,> (respectively _Yb’(R;)); cf. 
ml. 
Suppose that each q satisfies the following conditions: 
OT. = p,f, in _!Zbr( R,); 
O’q = pjfh in _Ybr( R;), 
where pj, /3; E Z[A * ‘I. Then it follows that pi = /3;, and we have: 
(12) 
(13) 
Theorem 5.1. For any permutation u of the subscripts, 
(S; T,, T,,...,T,) = (S; Tmcl,, T~c~,,...,T,~,~). 
Furthermore, if n < 7, then 
(S; T,, T,,...,T,) = (S*; T&,,, T&,...,T,~,J. 
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t4 
Fig. 13. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, the five tangles t,, t,, . . . , t, in Fig. 13 form a free basis 
for _Y(R’;). So, we may put ?;. = Zf,ocujt,, where O$ E Z[ A f ‘I. Then 
eq = (ff; + 2h; + +fo + ( LY; + sa;)fw; 
ey = (a(~; + (.Y; + c~;)f; + (sap + cr,!)f:. 
Combining these formulas with (12) and (13), we obtain 
(Yf = -&O. 
I’ 
(y; = a!- I' 
~;=pj-cyjo-s~~. 
Now we abbreviate (S; T,, T,, . . . , T,) as (T,, T2 >. From (131, we have 
(t2, T2) =SP,...P,&; 
(t4, T2) =P,...P,L% 
(14) 
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Fig. 14. 
where s^ is the link as shown in Fig. 14 (with n = 6). And thus we have 
= Caf(ti, T2) 
i=O 
= a&, T2) + ‘.Y:(t,, T,) + a:&, T2) + (aa; + a;)&. . . P,<s”) 
= a;((tO, T& - act,, 7’2) + (t3, T,)) + (P, - a:)&. . . P,(s^), 
where we use (14). Since 
(to, Q=Wp..&(SI); 
00, &J =P3...Pn(&; 
s<t,, f2) = 03, t,); 
s<t,, 14) = 03, t,); 
%t,, to> = 03, q, 
we have the following: 
(to, T,) -s(t,, 7’2) + (t3, Tz) 
= &_x(I,: ti> -&t,, ti> + &_I;&, ti> 
i=O i=O i=O 
=&0, to> + ‘Y:ct,, tJ + 6&P, * * f P,<s^) + “:(t,, t3) + &, *. . P”<& 
-S&t,, t,> - 6&,, tl> --&<tp t3) + 2&t,, to> +&,, tJ. 
Using (12), this becomes 
where 
E = (to, 4)) -w,, tl> + (to, ts> - %I,, to> +62(t,, t1> -set,, t3) 
+ at,, to> -so,, t,>. 
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gll g13 
Fig. 15. 
Again using (141, we obtain 
Vi, q) = ff;ff;e + (P,P, - c&q& - * - P,<s^) 
Thus we have 
@,, &) = (7’2, T,), 
and so the proof of the first half is complete. 
Next we prove the latter half. It is known that _Yb’(R’,> is generated by all the 
tangles having neither crossings nor closed components. The number of such 
generators is the Catalan number (“,“>/<n + 1). We only consider the case n = 4. 
The generators are go, g,, . . . , g13, where go, g,, g,, g,, gll, g,, are the tangles as 
shown in Fig. 15, and the others are given by 





piA7g, if i = 8, 9, 10; 
Pgll if i = 12, 
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with ,, the rotation by angle r/2 around the center of RL. Let s = CfSoYigi> 




(g,; T,, T2, T3, T4) = S2p if 1 <i<6; 
w if 7 <i G 10, 
where p = pIp2p3p4, and thus, we obtain 
(5’; T,, T2, T3, T4) = fYi(Si; T,, Tz> Ts, T4) 
i=O 
=p 63y”+ji2~yi+fi~yi 
i i=l i=7 I 
+ f, yi(gi; T,> 7’2, 7’3, T4)’ 
i=ll 
Using the first formula of the theorem, we have 
(g;,; T,, T2, T3, T4) = (g,,; T,, Tz> T3, T4) 
= (g,,; T3, T4, T,, 7.2) 
= (g,,; T,, T2, TX, T,), 
and in the same way, we have 
(g;2; T,, T2, i-3, T.J = (g,,; T,, Tzr T37 T4). 
Since g;3 = g,,, we obtain 
(S*; T,, T2, T3, T4) = (S; T,, T2, Tj, T4). 
The other cases can be proved in the same way; cf. [l, Theorem 4.1(a)]. This 
completes the proof. 0 
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6. K~P,, ~2,..., p,), n 2 3, revisited 
Let U(p) be the tangle of I?3 (or R3) as shown in Fig. 16, where p denotes the 
number of half twists, right handed if p > 0, left if p < 0. Note that U(-p) is the 
mirror image of U(p - 1) in &. Then LW(p,Mp,). . . U(p,N is the knot 
K(P,, ~2,. . . , p,) given in [9, Section 51. Denote by P(p,, p2,. . .,p,,>, HP,, 
P2,..., P,), and A(P,, Pi,..-, p,), its homfly, Jones, and Alexander polynomials, 
respectively. Let l i = 0 if pi is even and - 1 if pi is odd. Then it has been shown 
[9, Proposition 5.31 that 
P( pl, pz, . . .) p,) = U-=~=‘(pf-+( P( El, EZ,. . .) En) - 1) + 1; 
V(P1, P2,..., p,) = (-t)-E~=@i(v(o, O,...,O) - 1) + 1; 
A(P,, ~z,..., Pn) =f(W(f-‘), 
where f(t) = (-I)’ - (1 - t)“, r being the number of 0 in Ed, l 2, . . . , E,. Also it has 
been shown [9, Proposition 5.21 that if Cy= 1 pi = Cy= lqi and Pi E 47(i) (mod 2) for 
all i, where T is a cyclic permutation of 1, 2,. . . , n, then K(P,, pz,. . . , P,> and 
K(q,, q2,. . . , 4”) are skein equivalent: we refer to [14] for the definition of a skein 
equivalence. Since U(p)e’, = Z2, from Corollary 2.4, we have 
P(p,, p2 ,...) pn) =u-x~=‘(p’-e’) 
(( 
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In particular, let us consider K(0, - 1, 0, - 1) and K(0, 0, - 1, - 1) given in Fig. 
17. They have the same homfly polynomial, but have distinct Q polynomials [2,5], 
which are 
17 - 32x - 76x2 + 60x3 + 192x4 + 2x5 - 208x6 - 102x7+ 60x8 + 66x9 
+ 2ox’O + 2x” 
and 
17 -44x2 - 36x3 + 88x4 + 96x5 - 88x6 - 128x7+ 4x8 + 60x9 
+28x” + 4x”. 
Remark and question. The example of the knots K(0, - 1, 0, - 1) and 
K(0, 0, - 1, - 1) led the author to Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4. If two knots are 
skein equivalent, then they have the same homfly polynomial and have the same 
signature. Are these two knots skein equivalent? Note that K(p,, p2,. . . , p,) is a 
ribbon knot, and so its signature is zero. Furthermore, classify K(p,, p2,. . . , pJ’s 
up to ambient isotopy and up to skein equivalence. 
Let n = Im, where I, m are positive integers. Suppose pi =pj for i = j mod m. 
Then K(P,, p2,. . . , p,) has period m. There are several criteria for the polyno- 
mial invariants of periodic knots. Put K, = K(0, - 1, 0, - 1, 0, -l), K, = 
K(0, 0, - 1, -1, 0, -l>, and K, = K(0, 0, 0, - 1, -1, - 1). Then K, has period 
3, and K, and K, do not seem to have period 3. However, these three knots have 
the same homfly polynomial, and so the homfly, Jones, Conway, and Alexander 
polynomials fail to show that K, and K, do not have period 3. This fact can be 
proved by using the Kauffman polynomial: Let Fij E Z[u * ‘I be the coefficient of 
xi in the Kauffman polynomial of Ki. By [20], if Ki has period 3, then Fio + (a - 
a-‘IFi mod 3 must be in Z[u * 31. In fact, we have 
Flo+(a-a-‘)Fl,=3u-8+13u-6+24u-4+27a-2+21+3u2-12u4 
- llu6 - 3as; 
F,, + (a - u-‘)F,, = 2u-‘+ 7~-~ + ~OU-~ + 13~z-~ +21+ 17u2 + 2u4 
- 5a6 - 2a8; 
7. Example for Theorem 3.1 
Let S and 7;:, i = 1, 3, be the tangles of 23 and & respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 18, and T2 be the mirror image of Tl. Then we have 
flT, = 0T2 =fo, 0T3=Gfo; 
f3’Tl = VT, = f;, VT, = Gf;; 
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S 
Fig. 18. 
where G = 2~’ - u4 + u2t2 is the homfly polynomial of the right-hand trefoil. It 
follows from Theorem 3.1 that all the following twelve knots share the same 
homfly polynomial: 
{V; T,U,Y T,(2,7 C(3,), 
qs * ; C(l,7 C(2,7 Two) I u is a permutation of 1, 2, 3}. 
We can classify these knots by the Q polynomial. Let Q, and Qz be the Q 
polynomials of Z-0; T&,, TCCz,, TV& and US *; T&,,, T,(,,, T&, respectively. 
Then we have 
Qid = -3l+ 104x + 72x2 + * . . +2x1’; 
Q,,,,= -31+72x+104x2+ ... +6x”; 
Q,,,, = -3l+ 104x + 24x2 + * . * +2x21; 
QC23) = - 31+ 40x + 136x2 + * * . + 4~‘~; 
Q (123) = -3l+ 72x + 104x2 + . * * +4x18; 
Q (132) = -31 +40x+ 184x2+ ... +4x19; 
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Q; = -3l+ 104x + 56x2 + . . . +10x”; 
Q;,,, = -31 + 40x + 152x2 + . . . +4xt9; 
Q;,, = -31 + 104x + 40x2 + * . . +2x21; 
Q& = -3l+ 72x + 72x2 + . . . +66x19; 
Q* (123) = -3l+ 40x + 168x2 + . * * +4x”; 
Q* (132) = -3l+ 72x + 136x2 + . . . +6x19. 
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